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"2 CHILDREN FOR SALE" : The scrawled sign, peddling young siblings

on a farmhouse porch, captures the desperation sweeping the

country in 1931. It’s an era of breadlines, bank runs, and impossible

choices.

For struggling reporter Ellis Reed, the gut-wrenching scene evokes

memories of his family’s dark past. He snaps a photograph of the

children, not meant for publication. But when the image leads to his

big break, the consequences are devastating in ways he never

imagined.

Haunted by secrets of her own, secretary Lillian Palmer sees more in

the picture than a good story and is soon drawn into the fray.

Together, the two set out to right a wrongdoing and mend a

fractured family, at the risk of everything they value.
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Early in the story, Lily carries a burden of shame and guilt regarding her

son, due to societal norms and her own dark secret. Would you have felt

the same in her shoes? Would you, or Lily, feel differently in present times?

Which character became your favorite? Your least favorite? How did your

opinions of the major characters change throughout the story?

Throughout the story, Lily struggles to balance motherhood and work. Do

you believe her career ambitions were solely for the sake of her son's

future? If not, would she ever admit this to herself or another person?

Have these considerations changed in today's society?

In positive and/or negative ways, how do you think Ruby and Calvin were

affected by the whole of their experiences in the story? How would these

elements likely shape who they'd become as adults, or as parents

themselves?

 Where do you envision the characters soon after the story ends? How

about five years from now?
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Learn to secure your

financial future with Weiss

Financial Ratings through

the Cadillac Library:

Make a budget and stick

to it!

Pay off your student loans

Start a 401K

Save for your child's

education

Manage debt

Invest in the stock market

Select the best mutual

funds

Get a good deal on

Medigap coverage

Protect your family

through estate planning
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fold both ways along the dotted l ine & tear for a free bookmark! 

discussion questions

YOU MIGHT

ALSO ENJOY :

go to www.cadillaclibrary.org

for more information
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